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PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
It’s Healthy 
BottlesUp bottles are fun and safe to drink from––glass is the purest, and healthiest material to use for beverages. BottlesUp glass water bottles are
free of known toxins including Bisphenol-A (BPA), phthalates, Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC), and polycarbonates, which research has shown can
compromise human health. Unlike other portable water bottles, glass does not leave lingering odors, residue or buildup. And, you can see what’s in
there. The midsection taper and silicone rings provide “gription” allowing an easy, comfortable grasp of the bottle. The heavier design of BottlesUp
glass water bottle ensures it can handle the everyday tumble. 

It’s Green 
Glass is the environmentally responsible choice. Our glass bottles are sourced and made in North America using a minimum of 75% post-consumer
recycled glass (sourced on-site) by skilled glass workers in Mexico. Our food-grade silicone accessories are produced in Maine. Every order is
delivered in environmentally responsbile and minimal packaging that you can easily recycle. There is no plastic in the product or the packaging, a
commitment to both health and the environment. This dedication to creating a truly green product gives BottlesUp the lowest carbon footprint in the
industry.

It’s Art 
Our bottles are designed by a celebrated architectural glass artist and are handcrafted using ancient techniques in a modern facility. Using recycled
glass, the semi-automatic process gives each bottle it’s own texture and brilliance––something not found in fully-manufactured bottles.
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.

Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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